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The purpose of this note is to finish the remaining case in a paper of 
Guillemin [2] on the eigenvalues of the Laplacian plus a potential on the 
n-sphere. The eigenvalues of the (normalized) Laplacian d consist of points 
(k + dV> k = 0, 1, 2,... 
occurring with multiplicity Nk which tends to infinity with k if 1z > 1. It 
follows that for any real-valued Cm function Q the eigenvalues of A + 4 occur 
in clusters 
AZ”‘, i = l,..., NI, 
where the points 
X!k’ - (k + 0/2)~ 1 i = l,..., ivk (1) 
lie in the interval [min q, max q]. 
These same general facts hold for an arbitrary compact rank 1 homogeneous 
space, and in the first papers on the subject [l] Guillemin showed that the 
limiting set of the points (1) was the interval 
[min 4, max 41, 
where for any cotangent vector v, g(v) is the average of q over the geodesic 
with initial tangent vector (associated by the Riemannian metric with) v. In 
particular the points (1) fill out a full interval if 4 is not identically zero. In 
all cases except the n-sphere this holds if q is itself not identically zero; but 
for the n-sphere 4 is identically zero precisely when q is an odd function. 
These cases were taken up in [2] where it was shown that the points (1) 
are O(K-2) and, except in dimension 2, are o(k-2) if and only if q = 0. We 
shall remove the qualification “except in dimension 2.” 
These results were a consequence of certain properties of the “return 
operator” 
W = (- l>” exp(277i(d + q)l/“) - 1. 
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In all cases this turned out to be a pseudodifferential operator of order -1 
with principal symbol a nonzero constant times 
I Q 1-l BW. 
If q is an odd function on the n-sphere then W is of order -3 with principal 
symbol a nonzero constant times 
I v I-’ (In (q2)t dt - I v I In dt & kt 9 QJ ds). 
Here qt(w) denotes the value of p at the point t units out along the geodesic 
associated with w (denoted (exp tE)*q in [2]) and the curly bracket is the 
Poisson bracket. The conclusions on the clusters (1) were derived from the 
facts that W is of order -3 and that for n > 2 the integral of (2) over S,(S”) 
is positive unless q = 0, so that in particular (2) is not identically zero unless q is. 
We now show that even for S2, (2) is not identically zero unless q is. Suppose 
that at some point p E S2 we have q(p) # 0. Then 
s 02r (Q~MJ) dt > 0 
for all w based at p. It is therefore enough to show that there is some unit 
covector w based at p for which 
is GO. 
I= 
I s 2n dt t {nt 9 4s) a!.~ 0 0 
Here is how to compute I: Go t units out along the geodesic y associated 
with z, and evaluate there the derivative of q in the direction of the leftward- 
pointing normal to y. Call the result ~~ = vt(v) and write the Fourier series 
tp’t = f (p(k) f?ikt. 
--m 
Note that since q is odd on S2, vt is even on y, i.e., q~+,, = vt. Therefore 
G(k) = 0 for k odd. We have 
Grant this for a moment. Then since qt(w) = --q~~,,J-w) (reversing the 
direction of er changes the sign of the normal derivatives), 
g(O) = (27r)-l i2w P)~ dt 
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is an odd function of vi. Therefore for some v based at p we must have G(O) = 0 
and I < 0 for that D. 
To derive (3) we show that for any q, odd or not, 
{qt T 4J = W - 4 9ws . 
Grant this for a moment. Then a iittle manipulation gives 
(4) 
277 257 
I= s sin s ds I vtvt-s dt- 0 s 
In our case P)~+~ = vt so replacing s by s + TI and t by t + v gives 
I 
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sin s ds 
n 3 
vw-$dt = -[sinsdsjSTq,y+,dt, 
whence 
From this to (3) is a trivial computation. It uses the fact 
which holds since yt is real. 
Now for (4). We shall consistently identify tangent and cotangent vectors 
so we think of the v at which the Poisson bracket is to be evaluated as a unit 
tangent vector. Suppose our sphere lies in x, y, z space with center at the 
origin, that the point p is (1, 0, 0), and v is in the direction of the positive 
y axis. (The reader is advised to draw a picture.) The point t units out along 
the geodesic y associated with v is 
pt = (cos t, sin t, 0). 
Set up local coordinates near p on the sphere as follows: Let v’ be the unit 
vector based at p pointing in the direction of the positive z axis, y’ the corre- 
sponding geodesic. Local coordinates (u, u’) for a point near p are the positions 
on y, y’ of the feet of the perpendiculars from the point. Call 
corresponding dual coordinates on the cotangent bundle T*(9). We show 
that at v 
a o 43 -= a% ag , v = sint 93, Q = cost vt, 
which will give (4). 
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The first is easy since ajag is the derivative in the direction of n (in Z’*(P)) 
and qt is homogeneous of degree zero. 
For the second, let ‘ug be the result of rotating v by 0 about the x axis. Then 
Now this rotation sends the point p, to 
(cos t, cos 0 sin t, sin 0 sin t) 
which is therefore the point t units out along the geodesic associated with vg . 
Since for small 0 this point is 
p, + t9 sin t (0, 0, 1) + O(P) 
and (0, 0, 1) is the normal to y in the leftward direction, 
add 
ae = sin t vt e=o 
as claimed. 
For the last, let v, denote (inconsistently with the notation of the last 
paragraph) the result of rotating v by 0 about the y axis. Then 
g$ (v) = qp /o=o . 
This rotation sends p, to 
(~0s 8 cos t, sin t, sin e cos t) = p, + e cos t (0, 0, 1) + o(e2) 
and so now 
a4kd 
ae = cos t cp’t .e=o 
Thus (4) is established. 
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